
STARDROPS   June 21 – 27 2020

June 24-26      Mars at 29* Pisces squares the Nodes at 29* 
Gemini/Sagittarius

A testy few days of possible irritability and agitation. Money issues, business and
public issues put some in a bind. Hypocrisy within media, professionals, 
politicians might occur as two or more distinct theories and opinions are forced 
upon the public. These strange dichotomies should become resolved via facts 
during the June 27 – 30 period.  This might be occurring in the world or in your 
own personal life.

June 27, 2020     Mars moves into Aries   The POWER OF THE I AM
June 27 – January 6, 2021

Are you ready for an amazingly energized period to increase your control and 
order over your personal life?  This is the time period it can happen. 
This will occur in so many areas of your life and it's because Mars is an energizer
and when it moves into the sign of Aries, nothing is impossible to achieve 
throughout this period.
For the most part, expect increased focus, dynamo power, physical energy and 
internal belief you can accomplish those important things. 
Spiritually, it is the increased of mastery in your flow of wisdom and love 
brought into your physical world all around you.

Because Mars is the planet which is always associated with Aries and Pluto, the 
natural concentration upon yourself, your self image, how you project yourself 
out into the world, what you need to change, transform and intensify and have 
more confidence in, will most likely happen ( even to the most introverted or 
self-effacing people).

Bowing ones' head to a greater DIVINE INTELLIGENCE each day, realizing 
your amazing abilities and internal love is flowing down into your world from 
this HIGHER PERFECT YOU above you in vibration. It is always connected to 
you and continually loves you and wants you to win!

MARS TURNS RETROGRADE SEPTEMBER 9, 2020. 

From mid August up through November we have a serious intensification of 



violence and protesting, arguments and serious polarizing and other potentially 
dangerous unexplainable events, including geo-weather. 
These accelerations of intense anger/violence and retaliations on the planet 
towards whomever, ( name any particular person or group or thing) must be 
calmed down and controlled during this long period of Mars in Aries and 
especially the retrograde period this year of 2020.

Explosion and fire, military involvement and community disasters are part of 
this problem.

AFFIRMATION FOR MARS

“Mighty I AM, Divine Love, Wisdom and Pure Power, Seven Magnificent 
Archangels, release now the most transcendent transmutation and cooling 
action from your world into our earth to demand all potentially disruptive 
activities, people and organizations and their agendas on this and other 
dimensions or interdimensional worlds to come under your command for the 
complete protection of all society in all ways now.”

June 27 – 29    Mars sextile Saturn at 0* Aquarius 

A helpful time of cooperation from others who have innovative ideas and practical 
talents to assist you in moving forward with constructive projects and tasks. 
Meaningful and enlightened conversations with friends or family. Another piece of 
truth comes out.

June/July peaking on June 29, 2020     Jupiter conjoin Pluto in 
Capricorn
This cycle is a continuation of the Jupiter/Saturn/Pluto in Capricorn theme for 2020.
It is simply a powerful moment in time where individuals, government, agencies, 
officials, systems and structures are all compelled to dominate and increase ultimate 
control over things and especially societies. The positive energies are transformative 
solutions pushed hard in order to check abuse of power and put these ideas into law or 
a system. 



Personally it is the struggle all year of each of us advancing in some
form of realistic self examination. 

We need to engage and commit like never before, with our own personal development,
jobs, stacking our abilities and skills, and increase our spiritual, financial or personal
responsibilities and set these systems or routines in place so we have this working for

us for years to come. 

June 30/July 1     Sun conjoins Hades at 9* Cancer     Experiment..
Let's watch these two days and observe how certain situations, people or energies 
might attempt to interfere with our vitality, confidence and personal security. If this 
seems to be real and happening, let me know. We're targeting this Uranian Planet 
Hades now since we watched its malevolent action last December 17 – February 2020, 
as it potentially brought into our timeline the agenda of destruction. 

July 4 2020    Yet Another Lunar Eclipse. Penumbral.
11:04 P.M. EDT (8:04 P.M. PDT) on July 4 and leave the penumbra at 1:56 A.M. EDT 
on July 5 

(A penumbral eclipse is a type of lunar eclipse. Penumbral eclipses occur when the Moon enters
only the faint outer edge of Earth's shadow (called the penumbra), which causes the Moon to appear
slightly darker than usual. The effect is so slight that a penumbral eclipse can be hard to recognize

unless you know to look for it!)



Lunar Eclipse July 4 2020

Time for cautious awareness and minimal risks taken. Potential violence and social 
unrest again from June 25 – July 10 peaking on July 4.

Steer away from large risky events, groups of people, sports or other possibly risky 
situations please. 
Extra attention to your children, loved ones, beware of who's  around you, your 
environment, homes, what kind of food are you eating, where you're walking and be 
awake and tuned in to your own space. 

INCREASE YOUR CIRCLE OF PROTECTION....

“ARCHANGEL MICHAEL SEAL ME EACH AND EVERY DAY”

Keep an incredible eye on your children especially little ones. 

Try not to allow self to become emotionally upset and loose control, as you want to be 
on your toes thinking clearly throughout July 3 - 5th .



June 19-21  Sun/Moon/North Node   THE SOLAR ECLIPSE   
 Your mind might be focused upon your budget, finances, others' money and yours and
others' possessions and what can bring happiness to others AND of course yourself.
You are in tune as usual with what is the best  way, the best activity and people to 
connect with during this time.  A prosperous business and personal cycle for being very
motivated to start a new positive cycle for reaching these amazing ideals for your life 
and possibly in service to others. 

All inconjuncts have secret lessons of inner soul growth residing within.
With Aquarius and Cancer involved, it would be a lesson to use a ritual

(prayer/affirmations) or  some process for self improvement in order to
achieve greater security in some form within the near future for you.

June 21  (Continues for five months)     
The Solar Eclipse 0* Cancer inconjunct Saturn

 

Security is made but hard shifts ahead in order to achieve it fully. 
A high level of self education and personal examination will be required to reach these

ideals you want to bring in to yours or others' lives.



Solar Eclipse June 21 2020

Beginning now and reaching a peak on July 21, 2020, an incredibly sharpened laser 
awareness assists each one of us to tune into what we need in order to maintain 
security and survival during these times. 

This will a launch a new beginning for us. Many challenges are
now behind you opening the door to the next phase of being

capable to reach specific needs in so many ways for 2020, and
beyond. An old pattern and world is over, a new period of

opportunity begins.

Take one challenge which is on your mind, one superior issue you would love to take 
care of. Without moving beyond this one challenge or shall we call it a test, or an 
initiation of some sort, you might not be able to fully invest yourself in all your other 
projects or tasks that need to also be accomplished. So this one thing is at the top and 



would be your 2020 priority.

From your ability to filter all smaller issues and isolate this one priority, you now have 
identified the future challenge in your lap represented by the position of Saturn at 0-1*
Aquarius in an awkward angle to the Solar Eclipse at 0* Cancer.  What this means is 
the Cancer Eclipse helps you become inspired and experience motivation to achieve 
something yet the Saturn being in an exact incongruency with that idea means there 
will require adjustments.

The adjustments will be in the area of:

 Helpers showing up in order to help you reach this potential you would have 
never imagined using as help;

Who you thought would help is not there, too busy, not interested or has some 
other distraction and situation which prevents their support;

The ideal agenda you would love to realize will take a specific learning curve and 
adjustments in thinking, including discipline and time required to reach it, may 
take longer than you thought it would, and could be a task you are taking on 
which you've never accomplished before and have little  experience with;

It demands an adjustment of your priorities and a shift towards the one thing 
rather than juggling so many things:

You may have to squeeze the high priority project into an already existing full 
schedule, and maintain your excellent performance or responsibilities on top of 
this important task....and the deadline could possibly be December 
2020/January 2021 when Saturn returns to the 0* Aquarius position as it is in 
right now. 

Because Saturn is in Aquarius- it's more than simply accomplishing something 
important, it's about moving through the process  and improving upon each part of it –
mastering it, upgrading or making it even better, efficient, fun or deeply meaningful 
and functional.  
There might be a team of people involved ( Aquarius). Science and/or technology and 
software used ( Aquarius) ; Alchemical discipline, being very conscious with each 
particular step or piece ( Aquarius).
This process can transform you ( Aquarius ) and improve upon others' lives inn some 
way when it is done ( Aquarius).

There might be a very special reason to complete this task or go through this process, 
as if you were in an amazing alchemy to create a deeper security for your Cancer 



Eclipse's needs. These needs could be:

Emotional satisfaction for whatever reason;

Financial abundance and future security ( Cancer and Aquarius {the future})

Home, property, security, food, family (Cancer ) upgraded or improved and 
enhanced ( Aquarius);

Soul empowerment and increased security and purity to move higher in a 
spiritual acceleration (Cancer) requiring a period of greater awakening, truth 
and education along with Violet Fire Transmutation of unresolved issues, karma 
and heavy substance within (Aquarius).

Learning how to secure (Cancer)  ones' aura, chakras, body and soul by studying 
and becoming aware of unconventional information and study, ritual and prayer
(Aquarius).

Making adjustments with friends, relationships or what you focus on and allow into 
your life can change you for your future and is very probable now.

Is it a psychological issue you must tackle and resolve recognizing the truth of 
something?

 By accepting the truth and clarity within the way of looking at some issue or irritation 
or dysfunction you can start to address it, instead of talking yourself perpetually into 
just putting up with it and finally have peace.  All steps taken after this change within 
leads to future security and deeper happiness and peace.

Without the shift, it is as if the foundations keep crumbling with everything you try to 
build on top of with this partially compromised viewpoint. (We all have some partially 
compromised perspectives, that's called being human).

If it is a financial/physical/material thing you are struggling with, write it
down 15 times and say it outloud as you write it. Do this once every day for

90 days. 

AFFIRMATION 



“  I  _____NAME____AM so grateful and thankful I have accomplished this amazing
project of ___describe the amazing accomplishment____and now experience such
inner peace and satisfaction. By achieving this, it has intensified my own personal

security and/or the well being of others, now and for future times!”

All inconjuncts have secret lessons of inner soul growth residing within.  With 
Aquarius and Cancer involved, it would be a lesson to use a ritual or process for self 
improvement in order to achieve greater security in some form.  It is worth it. 
Because this Saturn in Aquarius is pulling us up higher to shift and change in our 
method and detail of accepting a better way even if it is more work, and because it is 
inconjunct the Solar Eclipse in Cancer, ( the laser focus upon our deeper feeling of 
security and completeness ) it means this Cancer eclipse will be deeply satisfied within 
your own world for a long time to come because of this more detailed effort you put in 
to something now. 

The concentration of this task could carry on throughout the next five months in 
smaller yet related ways, until the next Solar Eclipse.

Reminder......

MERCURY RETROGRADE IN CANCER – JUNE 17 – 18 
Check out the full article HERE

(Repeat from last week's Stardrops)

With the emphasis upon the Lunar Eclipse in Capricorn/Cancer, the Solar Eclipse in 
Cancer, and the Mercury retro in Cancer, Jupiter retrograde, Saturn retrograde, Venus 
Retrograde up to June 24, there is a very strong theme going on here to create your 
own Bubble of Reality and Circle of Fire. 
Retrogrades are all about reviewing, re-doing, going within and drawing upon your 
inner resources and abilities, determination and reflection in order to emerge with 
greater knowledge, discipline, strategy and systems, hope and optimism, knowledge 
and information and more than anything, a strong invisible prompting to launch you 
to this state of mind that says “ I can and I will! Do this thing!.

How could you strengthen your filters of life in order to invest more into what kind of 
environment, lifestyle and activities nurture your own soul, while resisting those 
certain distractions or mindsets projected upon you by others and the world?  How do 
we strengthen our abilities yet still interact with those who might not share exactly the 

https://starfires.com/creating-your-own-bubble-of-spiritual-sanity/


same reality?  

Joining you in the launching of your New Alchemy,
Christine

Starfires Astrological Services 
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